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Figure 1: The Milky Way halo is being pulled at by the Magellanic Clouds, and this is the result! See Hinkel, Gardner
& Yanny in this Newsletter for more details.

Editorial
Dear Colleagues,

It is my pleasure to present you the 165th issue of the Magellanic Clouds Newsletter, but with sadness to write that
it features an obituary for Adi Pauldrach. Many of the predictions from massive star wind theory have been tested in
the Magellanic Clouds, and Adi’s work has been tremendously influential.

The next issue is planned to be distributed on the 1st of August.

Editorially Yours,

Jacco van Loon
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Adi Pauldrach 1958–2020

On Saturday, April 25th, we received the terrible news that Prof. Dr. Adalbert ”Adi” Pauldrach had passed away,
after a short, severe illness (not Covid-19 related). As the closest friends and colleagues, we have taken the sad duty
to write this obituary.

Adi Pauldrach, born 1958, remained more or less all his life in Munich, for the major part working at the Ludwig-
Maximilians-University (LMU) and its observatory. At the LMU, he studied Physics, and after attending the lectures
given by Rolf Kudritzi (at the time newly-appointed director of the University Observatory), he became fascinated
by the theory of stellar atmospheres and decided to specialize in astrophysics, writing his Diploma thesis on a subject
in this field. This Diploma thesis was already a major success, and was later published (with co-authors Puls and
Kudritzki) in Astronomy & Astrophysics (1986), explaining how the inclusion of non-radially streaming photons (the
so-called finite-cone-angle effect) enables using the line-driven wind theory of Castor, Abbott & Klein (1975, in ApJ)
in a quantitative way, with predicted mass-loss rates and terminal velocities matching the observed values.

Subsequently, Adi wrote his Ph.D. thesis in a record time of 1.5 years. What makes this even more remarkable is
that within this short time he was able to design a fully-working NLTE atmosphere / spectrum synthesis code, taking
into account the first 30 elements from hydrogen to zinc, to be applied to massive stars. One of the major features
of this code was that, due to computational limitations (1986), the NLTE rate-equations were solved at only seven
(sic!) well-chosen depth points, the opacities and emissivities at the other depth points being obtained by interpola-
tion. Later, when computers became faster and a much larger number of depth points could be considered, it turned
out that the differences to the original approach were marginal. Indeed, his Ph.D. supervisor, Rolf Kudritzki, was
somewhat skeptical at the beginning of this work, but, as typical, Adi was convinced that he could do it. And he did.

Later on, Adi, together with colleagues, worked on applying his methods to Galactic and extragalactic massive stars,
and among other contributions, he also ”invented” the so-called bi-stability mechanism, based on atmospheric models
for PCygni (1990, in A&A); until now, this bi-stability is at the forefront of current research.

In acknowledgement of his groundbreaking work, Adi was awarded the prestigious ”Gerhard-Hess-prize” of the German
research foundation (DFG) in 1992, providing a research grant of one million Deutsche Marks in personnel expenses.
A large part of this money was spent on improving the atomic data (work performed by Margie Lennon, in cooperation
with Keith Butler).

Based on his previous approach and the new atomic data base, Adi (together with his working group) then finalized
his atmosphere code and baptized it ”WM-basic” (with the intent of providing a ”WM-extended” sometime in the
future). This code, upgraded over the years, is to date frequently used by many scientists, and within other applica-
tions, particularly to predict the (E)UV spectral energy distributions of massive stars. As an example, the computed
spectra are incorporated into Claus Leitherer’s STARBURST99 simulations.
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In 1999, Adi became Professor at the University Observatory, with increased teaching duties, and, later on, responsible
for the Astrophysics Master’s Programme at the LMU. His interests expanded from his original research into related
subjects, and he worked on the atmospheres of central stars of planetary nebulæ, planetary atmospheres (together with
Alex Kutepov), the diffuse ionized gas, and the reionization period of our Universe. Moreover, he published a very
well received book, ”Das Dunkle Universum” (”The Dark Universe”), aimed at both laypersons and non-specialized
scientists.

The above might give the impression that Adi was a scientific ”nerd”, but indeed he was just the opposite. He was an
authentic Bavarian, not so much interested in traveling, but staying in his home city. He had a very unique personality,
always fighting against established hierarchies, and ready to defend scientific (and individual) freedom at any moment.
He was joyful, and his laughter could often be heard throughout the entire institute. His humour is legendary: ”We
would also like to thank God, the Big Bang, Einstein and Feynman for making PCygni available” (the last sentence
of the acknowledgements in his paper on the bi-stable behaviour of the wind of PCygni, 1990, in A&A).

Besides his work, Adi was a passionate paraglider pilot and soccer player, and everyone at our institute who failed
to hide quickly enough was ”convinced” by him to participate in our weekly soccer matches. As captain of the USM
team he won the Astro-Cup (a tournament held among all the astronomical institutes around Munich) a number of
times, an achievement he was very proud of.

With his unorthodox ways, Adi was not only liked and highly appreciated by his colleagues, but also by his students.
For example, one student commented: ”In 2019, I attended a lecture course given by Adi. During this course, I had
the chance to experience his somewhat eccentric, wonderful personality. The way he lectured was absolutely unique. I
had the impression of learning incredibly much, and not simply something to ’spit out’ in the exam.” This statement
fittingly describes Adi, who also helped numerous students to find their way through the scientific and administrative
labyrinths of University education.

In his younger years, Adi was a boxer, and he was always proud that he never lost a fight. Sadly enough, he lost his
last one.

Adi, we will desperately miss you. May you rest in peace.

Jo Puls and Tadziu Hoffmann
University Observatory, LMU Munich.
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Refereed Journal Papers

Smoothed particle inference analysis and abundance calculations of
DEML71, and comparison to SN explosion models

Jared Siegel1, Vikram Dwarkadas1, Kari Frank2, David Burrows3 and Aldo Panfichi1

1Astronomy and Astrophysics, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA
2CIERA, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, USA
3Astronomy and Astrophysics, Penn State University, University Park, PA, USA

We analyze the X-ray emission from the supernova remnant DEML71 using the Smoothed Particle Inference (SPI)
technique. The high Fe abundance found appears to confirm the Type Ia origin. Our method allows us to separate the
material ejected in the supernova explosion from the material swept-up by the supernova shock wave. We are able to
calculate the total mass of this swept-up material to be about 228± 23 M⊙. We plot the posterior distribution for the
number density parameter, and create a map of the density structure within the remnant. While the observed density
shows substantial variations, we find our results are generally consistent with a two-dimensional hydrodynamical model
of the remnant that we have run. Assuming the ejected material arises from a Type Ia explosion, with no hydrogen
present, we use the predicted yields from Type Ia models available in the literature to characterize the emitting gas.
We find that the abundance of various elements match those predicted by deflagration to detonation transition (DDT)
models. Our results, compatible with the Type Ia scenario, highlight the complexity of the remnant and the nature
of the surrounding medium.

Published in Astronomische Nachrichten
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.10129
and from https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/asna.202023773

NuSTAR detection of quiescent hard X-ray emission from SGR0526−66
in the Large Magellanic Cloud

Sangwook Park1, Jayant Bhalerao1, Oleg Kargaltsev2 and Patrick O. Slane3

1University of Texas at Arlington, USA
2George Washington University, USA
3SAO, USA

The soft γ-ray repeater (SGR) 0526−66 is the first-identified magnetar, and is projected within the supernova remnant
N49 in the Large Magellanic Cloud. Based on our ∼ 50 ks NuSTAR observation, we detect the quiescent-state 0526−66
for the first time in the 10–40 keV band. Based on the joint analysis of our NuSTAR and the archival Chandra ACIS
data, we firmly establish the presence of the nonthermal component in the X-ray spectrum of 0526−66 in addition
to the thermal emission. In the best-fit blackbody (BB) plus power law (PL) model, the slope of the PL component
(photon index Γ = 2.1) is steeper than those (Γ>∼ 1.5) for other magnetars. The soft part of the X-ray spectrum
can be described with a BB component with the temperature of kT = 0.43 keV. The best-fit radius (R = 6.5 km)
of the X-ray-emitting area is smaller than the canonical size of a neutron star. If we assume an underlying cool BB
component with the canonical radius of R = 10 km for the neutron star in addition to the hot BB component (2BB
+ PL model), a lower BB temperature of kT = 0.24 keV is obtained for the passively cooling neutron star’s surface,
while the hot spot emission with kT = 0.46 keV dominates the thermal spectrum (∼ 85% of the thermal luminosity
in the 0.5–5 keV band). The nonthermal component (Γ ∼ 1.8) is still required.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.11730
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Is superorbital modulation in SMCX-1 caused by absorption in a
warped precessing accretion disc?

Pragati Pradhan1, Chandreyee Maitra2 and Biswajit Paul3

1Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Kavli Institute for Astrophysics and Space Research, 70 Vassar St., Cambridge, MA, 02139, USA
2Max Planck Institute For Extraterrestrial Physics, 85748 Garching bei München, Germany
3Raman Research Institute, Astronomy and Astrophysics, C.V. Raman Avenue, Bangalore 560080. Karnataka India

We present a broadband spectral-timing analysis of SMCX-1 at different intensity states of its super- orbital variation
using 10 Suzaku and 6 NuSTAR observations. The spectrum in all the states can be described by an absorbed powerlaw
with a high energy cutoff and a black-body component along with an iron emission line. Compared to other supergiant
HMXBs, the Fe Kα line equivalent width is low in SMCX-1 – from less than 10 eV in high state to upto ∼ 270 eV
in the low states. The spectral shape is dependent on flux with the hard X-ray spectrum steepening with increasing
flux. We also report a highly variable normalisation of the power-law component across these 16 super-orbital states.
Pulsations in the hard X-rays for both the instruments were detected in all but two observations. The pulse profiles
are near sinusoidal with two peaks and the relative intensity of the second peak decreasing with decreasing luminosity.
These findings suggest that the super-orbital modulation in SMCX-1 is not caused by absorption in precessing warped
accretion disc alone and there are intrinsic changes in X-rays emanating from the neutron star at different super-orbital
states. We also note a putative cyclotron line at ∼ 50 keV in the NuSTAR spectra of three bright states indicating a
possible magnetic field of ∼ 4.2 × 1012 G. Finally, with the new pulse period measurements reported here, the time
base for the secular spin-up of SMCX-1 is increased by thirteen years and the complete pulse period history shows a
sudden change in the spin-up trend around 1995.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.00664

The braking index of PSRB0540−69 and the associated pulsar wind
nebula emission after spin-down rate transition

L.J. Wang1, M.Y. Ge1, J.S. Wang2, S.S Weng3, H. Tong4, L.L. Yan5, S.N. Zhang1,6, Z.G. Dai7,8 and L. M.Song1,6

1Key Laboratory of Particle Astrophysics, Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China
2Tsung-Dao Lee Institute, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai 200240, China
3Department of Physics and Institute of Theoretical Physics, Nanjing Normal University, Nanjing 210023, China
4School of Physics and Electronic Engineering, Guangzhou University, 510006 Guangzhou, China
5School of Mathematics and Physics, Anhui Jianzhu University, Hefei 230601, China
6University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China
7School of Astronomy and Space Science, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210093, China
8Key Laboratory of Modern Astronomy and Astrophysics (Nanjing University), Ministry of Education, Nanjing 210093, China

In Dec. 2011 PSRB0540−69 experienced a spin-down rate transition (SRT), after which the spin-down power of the
pulsar increased by ∼ 36%. About 1000 days after the SRT, the X-ray luminosity of the associated pulsar wind
nebula (PWN) was found to brighten by 32±8%. After the SRT, the braking index n of PSRB0540−69 changes from
n = 2.12 to n = 0.03 and then keeps this value for about five years before rising to n = 0.9 in the following years. We
find that most of the current models have difficulties in explaining the measured braking index. One exceptive model
of the braking index evolution is the increasing dipole magnetic field of PSRB0540−69. We suggest that the field
increase may result from some instabilities within the pulsar core that enhance the poloidal component at the price
of toroidal component of the magnetic field. The increasing dipole magnetic field will result in the X-ray brightening
of the PWN. We fit the PWN X-ray light curve by two models: one assumes a constant magnetic field within the
PWN during the brightening and the other assumes an enhanced magnetic field proportional to the energy density of
the PWN. It appears that the two models fit the data well, though the later model seems to fit the data a bit better.
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This provides marginal observational evidence that magnetic field in the PWN is generated by the termination shock.
Future high-quality and high-cadence data are required to draw a solid conclusion.

Published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.08538
and from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/doi/10.1093/mnras/staa884/5817355

The unusual behaviour of the young X-ray pulsar SXP1062 during the
2019 outburst

Sergey S. Tsygankov1,2, Victor Doroshenko3,2, Alexander A. Mushtukov4,2,5, Frank Haberl6, Georgios Vasilopoulos7,

Chandreyee Maitra6, Andrea Santangelo3, Alexander A. Lutovinov2 and Juri Poutanen1,2,8

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, FI-20014 University of Turku, Finland
2Space Research Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Profsoyuznaya Str. 84/32, Moscow 117997, Russia
3Institut für Astronomie und Astrophysik, Universität Tübingen, Sand 1, D-72076 Tübingen, Germany
4Leiden Observatory, Leiden University, NL-2300RA Leiden, The Netherlands
5Pulkovo Observatory, Russian Academy of Sciences, Saint Petersburg 196140, Russia
6Max-Planck-Institut für extraterrestrische Physik, Gießenbachstraße, D-85748 Garching bei München, Germany
7Department of Astronomy, Yale University, P.O. Box 208101, New Haven, CT 06520-8101, USA
8Nordita, KTH Royal Institute of Technology and Stockholm University, Roslagstullsbacken 23, SE-10691 Stockholm, Sweden

We present results of the first dedicated observation of the young X-ray pulsar SXP1062 in the broad X-ray energy
band obtained during its 2019 outburst with the NuSTAR and XMM–Newton observatories. The analysis of the
pulse-phase averaged and phase-resolved spectra in the energy band from 0.5 to 70 keV did not reveal any evidence for
the presence of a cyclotron line. The spin period of the pulsar was found to have decreased to 979.48±0.06 s implying
a ∼ 10% reduction compared to the last measured period during the monitoring campaign conducted about five years
ago, and is puzzling considering that the system apparently did not show major outbursts ever since. The switch of
the pulsar to the spin-up regime supports the common assumption that torques acting on the accreting neutron star
are nearly balanced and thus SXP1062 likely also spins with a period close to the equilibrium value for this system.
The current monitoring of the source revealed also a sharp drop of its soft X-ray flux right after the outburst, which is
in drastic contrast to the behaviour during the previous outburst when the pulsar remained observable for years with
only a minor flux decrease after the end of the outburst. This unexpected off state of the source lasted for at most
20 days after which SXP1062 returned to the level observed during previous campaigns. We discuss this and other
findings in context of the modern models of accretion onto strongly magnetized neutron stars.

Accepted for publication in Astronomy & Astrophysics
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.11030

The radio pulsar population of the Small Magellanic Cloud
N. Titus1,2, S.Toonen3, V.A. McBride1,2,4, B.W. Stappers5, D.A.H. Buckley2 and L. Levin5

1Department of Astronomy, University of Cape Town, Private Bag X3, Rondebosch 7701, South Africa
2South African Astronomical Observatory, P.O. Box 9, Observatory, 7935, South Africa
3Institute of Gravitational Wave Astronomy and School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Birmingham, Birmingham B15 2TT, UK
4IAU Office of Astronomy for Development, Observatory, Cape Town 7935, South Africa
5Jodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysics, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Manchester, Manchester M13 9PL, UK

We model the present-day, observable, normal radio pulsar population of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). The
pulsars are generated with SeBa, a binary population synthesis code that evolves binaries and the constituent stellar
objects up to remnant formation and beyond. We define radio pulsars by selecting neutron stars (NSs) that satisfy a
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selection of criteria defined by Galactic pulsars, and apply the detection thresholds of previous and future SMC pulsar
surveys. The number of synthesized and recovered pulsars is exceptionally sensitive to the assumed star formation
history and applied radio luminosity model, but is not affected extensively by the assumed common-envelope model,
metallicity, and NS kick velocity distribution. We estimate that the SMC formed (1.6 ± 0.3) × 104 normal pulsars
during the last 100 Myr. We study which pulsars could have been observed by the Parkes multibeam survey of the
SMC, by applying the survey’s specific selection effects, and recover 4.0± 0.8 synthetic pulsars. This is in agreement
with their five observed pulsars. We also apply a proposed MeerKAT configuration for the upcoming SMC survey,
and predict that the MeerKAT survey will detect 17.2± 2.5 pulsars.

Published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.01969

Exploring the nature and synchronicity of early cluster formation in the
Large Magellanic Cloud – V. Multiple populations in ancient globular

clusters
Christina K. Gilligan1, Brian Chaboyer1, Jeffrey D. Cummings2, Dougal Mackey3, Roger E. Cohen4, Douglas

Geisler5,6,7, Aaron J. Grocholski8, M.C. Parisi9, Ata Sarajedini10, Paolo Ventura11, Sandro Villanova5, Soung-Chul

Yang12 and Rachel Wagner-Kaiser 13

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03784, USA
2Center for Astrophysical Sciences, Johns Hopkins University, 3400 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
3Research School of Astronomy & Astrophysics, Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 2611, Australia
4Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
5Departamento de Astronomı́a, Casilla 160-C, Universidad de Concepción, Chile
6Instituto de Investigación Multidisciplinario en Ciencia y Tecnoloǵıa, Universidad de La Serena, Avenida Raúl Bitrán S/N, La Serena,

Chile
7Departamento de Astronomı́a, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de La Serena, Av. Juan Cisternas 1200, La Serena, Chile
8Department of Physics, American University, Washington, DC 20016, USA
9Observatorio Astronómico, Universidad Nacional de Córdoba, Laprida 854, Córdoba, C.P. 5000, Argentina
10Florida Atlantic University, 777 Glades Rd, SE-43, Room 256, Boca Raton, FL 33431, USA
11INAF–Osservatorio Astronomico di Roma, Via Frascati 33, 00078 Monteporzio Catone (Roma), Italy
12Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute (KASI), Daejeon 305-348, South Korea
13Department of Astronomy, University of Florida, 211 Bryant Space Science Center, Gainesville, FL 32611, USA

We examine four ancient Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) globular clusters (GCs) for evidence of multiple stellar popu-
lations using the Advanced Camera for Surveys and Wide Field Camera 3 on the Hubble Space Telescope Programme
GO-14164. NGC1466, NGC1841, and NGC2257 all show evidence for a redder, secondary population along the
main-sequence. Reticulum does not show evidence for the presence of a redder population, but this GC has the least
number of stars and Monte Carlo simulations indicate that the sample of main sequence stars is too small to robustly
infer whether a redder population exists in this cluster. The second, redder, population of the other three clusters
constitutes ∼ 30–40% of the total population along the main-sequence. This brings the total number of ancient
LMC GCs with known split or broadened main-sequences to five. However, unlike for Hodge 11 and NGC2210 (see
arXiv:1904.01434), none of the clusters show evidence for multiple populations in the horizontal branch. We also do
not find evidence of a second population along the Red Giant Branch (RGB).

Accepted for publication in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.09473
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Be X-ray binaries in the SMC as (I) indicators of mass transfer
efficiency

Serena Vinciguerra1,2,3,4, Coenraad J. Neijssel4,2,3, Alejandro Vigna-Gómez6,4,2,3, Ilya Mandel2,3,4, Philipp

Podsiadlowski6, Thomas J. Maccarone7, Matt Nicholl4,8, Samuel Kingdon4, Alice Perry4 and Francesco Salemi1

1Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics (Albert Einstein Institute), D-30167 Hannover, Germany
2Monash Centre for Astrophysics, School of Physics and Astronomy, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria 3800, Australia
3The ARC Center of Excellence for Gravitational Wave Discovery – OzGrav
4Birmingham Institute for Gravitational Wave Astronomy and School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Birmingham, B15 2TT,

Birmingham, UK
5Oxford University, Oxford, OX1 3RH, UK
6DARK, Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Blegdamsvej 17, 2100, Copenhagen, Denmark
7Department of Physics & Astronomy, Box 41051, Science Building, Texas Tech University, Lubbock TX 79409-1051, USA
8Institute for Astronomy, University of Edinburgh, Royal Observatory, Blackford Hill, EH9 3HJ, UK

Be X-ray binaries (BeXRBs) consist of rapidly rotating Be stars with neutron star companions accreting from the
circumstellar emission disk. We compare the observed population of BeXRBs in the Small Magellanic Cloud with
simulated populations of BeXRB-like systems produced with the compas population synthesis code. We focus on the
apparently higher minimal mass of Be stars in BeXRBs than in the Be population at large. Assuming that BeXRBs
experienced only dynamically stable mass transfer, their mass distribution suggests that at least ∼ 30% of the mass
donated by the progenitor of the neutron star is typically accreted by the B-star companion. We expect these results
to affect predictions for the population of double compact object mergers. A convolution of the simulated BeXRB
population with the star formation history of the Small Magellanic Cloud shows that the excess of BeXRBs is most
likely explained by this galaxy’s burst of star formation ∼ 40 Myr ago, rather than by its low metallicity.

Submitted to MNRAS
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.00195

Chromosome maps of young LMC clusters: An additional case of coeval
multiple populations

S. Saracino1, S. Martocchia2, N. Bastian1, V. Kozhurina-Platais3, W. Chantereau1, M. Salaris1, I. Cabrera-Ziri4,

E. Dalessandro5, N. Kacharov6, C. Lardo7, S.S. Larsen8 and I. Platais9

1Astrophysics Research Institute, Liverpool John Moores University, 146 Brownlow Hill, Liverpool L3 5RF, UK
2European Southern Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Straße 2, D-85748 Garching bei München, Germany
3Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
4Harvard–Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
5INAF–Osservatorio di Astrofisica & Scienza dello Spazio, via Gobetti 93/3, I-40129, Bologna, Italy
6Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie, Königstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Germany
7Laboratoire d’astrophysique, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Observatoire, 1290, Versoix, Switzerland
8Department of Astrophysics/IMAPP, Radboud University, P.O. Box 9010, 6500 GL Nijmegen, The Netherlands
9Department of Physics and Astronomy, Johns Hopkins University, 3400 North Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA

Recent studies have revealed that the Multiple Populations (MPs) phenomenon does not occur only in ancient and
massive Galactic globular clusters (GCs), but it is also observed in external galaxies, where GCs sample a wide age
range with respect to the Milky Way. However, for a long time, it was unclear whether we were looking at the same
phenomenon in different environments or not. The first evidence that the MPs phenomenon is the same regardless
of cluster age and host galaxy came out recently, when an intermediate-age cluster from the Small Magellanic Cloud,
Lindsay 1, and a Galactic GC have been directly compared. By complementing those data with new images from
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), we extend the comparison to two clusters of different ages: NGC2121 (∼ 2.5
Gyr) and NGC1783 (∼ 1.5 Gyr), from the Large Magellanic Cloud. We find a clear correlation between the RGB
width in the pseudo-colour CF275W,F343N,F438W and the age of the cluster itself, with the older cluster having larger
σ(CF275W,F343N,F438W )RGB and vice-versa. Unfortunately, the σ values cannot be directly linked to the N-abundance
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variations within the clusters before properly taking account the effect of the first dredge-up. Such HST data also
allow us to explore whether multiple star-formation episodes occurred within NGC2121. The two populations are
indistinguishable, with an age difference of only 6±12 Myr and an initial helium spread of 0.02 or lower. This confirms
our previous results, putting serious constraints on any model proposed to explain the origin of the chemical anomalies
in GCs.

Published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 493, 6060 (2020)
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.01780
and from https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2020MNRAS.493.6060S/abstract

Searching for globular cluster chemical anomalies on the main sequence
of a young massive cluster

I. Cabrera-Ziri1, J.S. Speagle1, E. Dalessandro2, C. Usher3,4, N. Bastian3, M. Salaris3, S. Martocchia3,5, V.

Kozhurina-Platais6, F. Niederhofer7, C. Lardo8, S.S. Larsen9 and S. Saracino3

1Center for Astrophysics – Harvard & Smithsonian, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
2INAF–Osservatorio di Astrofisica e Scienza dello Spazio di Bologna, Via Gobetti 93/3, Bologna, II-40129, Italy
3Astrophysics Research Institute, Liverpool John Moores University, 146 Brownlow Hill, Liverpool L3 5RF, UK
4Department of Astronomy, Oskar Klein Centre, Stockholm University, AlbaNova University Centre, SE-106 91 Stockholm, Sweden
5European Southern Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Straße 2, D-85748 Garching bei München, Germany
6Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
7Leibniz-Institut für Astrophysik Potsdam (AIP), An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany
8Laboratoire d’Astrophysique, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Observatoire de Sauverny, CH-1290 Versoix, Switzerland
9Department of Astrophysics/IMAPP, Radboud University, P.O. Box 9010, 6500 GL Nijmegen, The Netherlands

The spectroscopic and photometric signals of the star-to-star abundance variations found in globular clusters seem to
be correlated with global parameters like the cluster’s metallicity, mass and age. Understanding this behaviour could
bring us closer to the origin of these intriguing abundance spreads. In this work we use deep HST photometry to look
for evidence of abundance variations in the main sequence of a young massive cluster NGC419 (∼ 105 M⊙, ∼ 1.4
Gyr). Unlike previous studies, here we focus on stars in the same mass range found in old globulars (∼ 0.75–1 M⊙),
where light elements variations are detected. We find no evidence for N abundance variations among these stars in
the Un − B and U − B CMD of NGC419. This is at odds with the N-variations found in old globulars like 47Tuc,
NGC6352 and NGC6637 with similar metallicity to NGC419. Although the signature of the abundance variations
characteristic of old globulars appears to be significantly smaller or absent in this young cluster, we cannot conclude
if this effect is mainly driven by its age or its mass.

Published in MNRAS
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.09636

Hα distances to the Leading Arm of the Magellanic Stream
Jacqueline Antwi-Danso1, Kathleen A. Barger2 and L. Matthew Haffner3

1Texas A&M University, USA
2Texas Christian University, USA
3Embry–Riddle Aeronautical University, USA

The Leading Arm is a tidal feature that is in front of the Magellanic Clouds on their orbit through the Galaxy’s
halo. Many physical properties of the Leading Arm, such as its mass and size, are poorly constrained because it has
few distance measurements. While Hα measurements have been used to estimate the distances to halo clouds, many
studies have been unsuccessful in detecting Hα from the Leading Arm. In this study, we explore a group of H i clouds
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which lie 75–90 degrees from the Magellanic Clouds. Through ultraviolet and 21-cm radio spectroscopy, this region,
dubbed the Leading Arm Extension, was found to have chemical and kinematic similarities to the Leading Arm. Using
the Wisconsin Hα Mapper, we detect Hα emission in four out of seven of our targets. Assuming that this region is
predominantly photo-ionized, we use a radiation model that incorporates the contributions of the Galaxy, Magellanic
Clouds, and the extragalactic background at z = 0 to derive a heliocentric distance of d⊙ ≥ 13.4 kpc. We also use this
model to rederive Hα distances of d⊙ ≥ 5.0 kpc and d⊙ ≥ 22.9 kpc to two clouds in the literature that might also be
associated with the Leading Arm. Using these new measurements, and others in the literature, we provide a general
trend of the variation of Leading Arm heliocentric distance as a function of Magellanic Stream longitude, and explore
its implications for the origin and closest point of approach of the Leading Arm.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.09606
and from 10.3847/1538-4357/ab6ef9

A comparison of rotating and binary stellar evolution models: effects on
massive star populations

Trevor Z. Dorn-Wallenstein1 and Emily M. Levesque1

1University of Washington Astronomy Department, Physics and Astronomy Building, 3910 15th Ave. NE Seattle, WA 98105, USA

Both rotation and interactions with binary companions can significantly affect massive star evolution, altering interior
and surface abundances, mass loss rates and mechanisms, observed temperatures and luminosities, and their ultimate
core-collapse fates. The Geneva and bpass stellar evolution codes include detailed treatments of rotation and binary
evolutionary effects, respectively, and can illustrate the impact of these phenomena on massive stars and stellar
populations. However, a direct comparison of these two widely-used codes is vital if we hope to use their predictions
for interpreting observations. In particular, rotating and binary models will predict different young stellar populations,
impacting the outputs of stellar population synthesis (SPS) and the resulting interpretation of large massive star
samples based on commonly-used tools such as star count ratios. Here we compare the Geneva and bpass evolutionary
models, using an interpolated SPS scheme introduced in our previous work and a novel Bayesian framework to present
the first in-depth direct comparison of massive stellar populations produced from single, rotating, and binary non-
rotating evolution models. We calculate both models’ predicted values of star count ratios and compare the results to
observations of massive stars in Westerlund 1, h+χPersei, and both Magellanic Clouds. We also consider the limitations
of both the observations and the models, and how to quantitatively include observational completeness limits in SPS
models. We demonstrate that the methods presented here, when combined with robust stellar evolutionary models,
offer a potential means of estimating the physical properties of massive stars in large stellar populations.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.13040

Spatially resolved Chandra spectroscopy of the Large Magellanic Cloud
supernova remnant N132D

Piyush Sharda1,2,3,4, Terrance J. Gaetz1, Vinay L. Kashyap1 and Paul P. Plucinsky1

1Harvard–Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Cambridge, USA
2Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
3Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani, India
4ARC Center of Excellence for Astrophysics in 3D, Australia

We perform detailed spectroscopy of the X-ray brightest supernova remnant (SNR) in the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC), N132D, using Chandra archival observations. By analyzing the spectra of the entire well-defined rim, we
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determine the mean abundances for O, Ne, Mg, Si, S and Fe for the local LMC environment. We find evidence of
enhanced O on the north-western and S on the north-eastern blast wave. By analyzing spectra interior to the remnant,
we confirm the presence of a Si-rich relatively hot plasma (> 1.5 kev) that is also responsible for the FeK emission.
Chandra images show that the FeK emission is distributed throughout the interior of the southern half of the remnant
but does not extend out to the blast wave. We estimate the progenitor mass to be 15± 5 M⊙ using abundance ratios
in different regions that collectively cover a large fraction of the remnant, as well as from the radius of the forward
shock compared with models of an explosion in a cavity created by stellar winds. We fit ionizing and recombining
plasma models to the FeK emission and find that the current data cannot distinguish between the two, hence the
origin of the high-temperature plasma remains uncertain. Our analysis is consistent with N132D being the result of
a core-collapse supernova in a cavity created by its intermediate-mass progenitor.

Accepted for publication in ApJ
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.07366

The CO-dark molecular gas mass in 30Doradus
Mélanie Chevance1, Suzanne C. Madden2, Christian Fischer3, William D. Vacca4, Vianney Lebouteiller2, Dario

Fadda4, Frédéric Galliano2, Remy Indebetouw5,6, J.M. Diederik Kruijssen1, Min-Young Lee7, Albrecht Poglitsch8,

Fiorella L. Polles9, Diane Cormier2, Sacha Hony10, Christof Iserlohe3, Alfred Krabbe3, Margaret Meixner11, Elena

Sabbi11 and Hans Zinnecker12
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Determining the efficiency with which gas is converted into stars in galaxies requires an accurate determination of
the total reservoir of molecular gas mass. However, despite being the most abundant molecule in the Universe, H2 is
challenging to detect through direct observations and indirect methods have to be used to estimate the total molecular
gas reservoir. These are often based on scaling relations from tracers such as CO or dust, and are generally calibrated
in the Milky Way. Yet, evidence that these scaling relations are environmentally dependent is growing. In particular,
the commonly used CO-to-H2 conversion factor (XCO) is expected to be higher in metal-poor and/or strongly UV-
irradiated environments. We use new SOFIA/FIFI-LS observations of far-infrared fine structure lines from the ionised
and neutral gas and the Meudon photo-dissociation region model to constrain the physical properties and the structure
of the gas in the massive star-forming region of 30Doradus in the Large Magellanic Cloud, and determine the spatially
resolved distribution of the total reservoir of molecular gas in the proximity of the young massive cluster R 136. We
compare this value with the molecular gas mass inferred from ground-based CO observations and dust-based estimates
to quantify the impact of this extreme environment on commonly used tracers of the molecular gas. We find that
the strong radiation field combined with the half-solar metallicity of the surrounding gas are responsible for a large
reservoir of ”CO-dark” molecular gas, leaving a large fraction of the total H2 gas (>∼ 75%) undetected when adopting
a standard XCO factor in this massive star-forming region.

Accepted for publication in MNRAS
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.09516
and from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/advance-article-abstract/doi/10.1093/mnras/staa1106/5824169?redirected

From=fulltext
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Probing axial symmetry breaking in the Galaxy with Gaia Data Release
2

Austin Hinkel1, Susan Gardner1 and Brian Yanny2
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We study a set of solar neighborhood (d < 3 kpc) stars from Gaia Data Release 2 to determine azimuthal star count
differences, i.e. left and right of the line from the Galactic Center (GC) through the Sun – and compare these differences
north and south. In this companion paper to Gardner et al., we delineate our procedures to remove false asymmetries
from sampling effects, incompleteness, and/or interloper populations, as this is crucial to tests of axisymmetry. Par-
ticularly, we have taken care to make appropriate selections of magnitude, color, in-plane Galactocentric radius, and
Galactic |b| and |z|. We find that requiring parallax determinations of high precision induces sampling biases, so that
we eschew such requirements and exclude, e.g., regions around the lines of sight to the Magellanic Clouds, along with
their mirror-image lines of sight, to ensure well-matched data sets. After making conservative cuts, we demonstrate
the existence of azimuthal asymmetries and find differences in those, north and south. These asymmetries give key
insights into the nature and origins of the perturbations on Galactic matter, allowing us to assess the relative influence
of the Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC), the Galactic bar, and other masses on the Galactic mass distribution, as
described in Gardner et al. The asymmetry’s radial dependence reveals variations that we attribute to the Galactic
bar, and it changes sign at a radius of (0.95 ± 0.03)R0, with R0 the Sun–GC distance, to give us the first direct
assessment of the outer Lindblad resonant radius.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.08389
and from https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab8235

Applying Noether’s theorem to matter in the Milky Way: evidence for
external perturbations and non-steady-state effects from Gaia Data

Release 2
Susan Gardner1, Austin Hinkel1 and Brian Yanny2

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506, USA
2Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA

We apply Noether’s theorem to observations of main-sequence stars from the Gaia Data Release 2 archive to probe
the matter distribution function of the Galaxy. That is, we examine the axial symmetry of stars at vertical heights
z, 0.2 ≤ |z| ≤ 3 kpc, to probe the quality of the angular momentum Lz as an integral of motion. The failure of this
symmetry test would speak to a Milky Way, in both its visible and dark matter, that is not isolated and/or not in
steady state. The left–right symmetry-breaking pattern we have observed, north and south, reveals both effects, with
a measured deviation from symmetry of typically 0.5%. We show that a prolate form of the gravitational distortion
of the Milky Way by the Large Magellanic Cloud, determined from fits to the Orphan stream by Erkal et al., is
compatible with the size and sign of the axial-symmetry-breaking effects we have discovered in our sample of up to
14.4 million main-sequence stars, speaking to a distortion of an emergent, rather than static, nature.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.01399
and from https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab66c8
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Kinematics of the Magellanic Stream and implications for its ionization
Andrew J. Fox1, Elaine M. Frazer1, Joss Bland Hawthorn2, Bart P. Wakker3, Kathleen A. Barger4 and Philipp

Richter5

1STScI, USA
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3University of Wisconsin–Madison, USA
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5University of Potsdam, Germany

The Magellanic Stream and the Leading Arm form a massive, filamentary system of gas clouds surrounding the Large
and Small Magellanic Clouds. Here we present a new component-level analysis of their ultraviolet (UV) kinematic
properties using a sample of 31 sightlines through the Magellanic System observed with the Hubble Space Tele-
scope/Cosmic Origins Spectrograph. Using Voigt profile fits to UV metal-line absorption, we quantify the kinematic
differences between the low-ion (Si ii and C ii), intermediate-ion (Si iii), and high-ion (Si iv and C iv) absorption lines
and compare the kinematics between the Stream and Leading Arm. We find that the Stream shows generally simple,
single-phase kinematics, with statistically indistinguishable b-value distributions for the low-, intermediate-, and high-
ion components, all dominated by narrow (b < 25 km s−1) components that are well aligned in velocity. In contrast,
we find tentative evidence that the Leading Arm shows complex, multi-phase kinematics, with broader high ions than
low ions. These results suggest that the Stream is photoionized up to C iv by a hard ionizing radiation field. This can
be naturally explained by the Seyfert-flare model of Bland-Hawthorn et al. (2013, 2019), in which a burst of ionizing
radiation from the Galactic Center photoionized the Stream as it passed below the south Galactic pole. The Seyfert
flare is the only known source of radiation that is both powerful enough to explain the Hα intensity of the Stream and
hard enough to photoionize Si iv and C iv to the observed levels. The flare’s timescale of a few Myr suggests it is the
same event that created the giant X-ray/γ-ray Fermi Bubbles at the Galactic Center.

Accepted for publication in ApJ
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.05720

Evolved massive stars at low metallicity II. Red supergiant stars in the
Small Magellanic Cloud

Ming Yang1, Alceste Z. Bonanos1, Bi-Wei Jiang2, Jian Gao2, Panagiotis Gavras3, Grigoris Maravelias1, Shu

Wang4, Xiao-Dian Chen4, Frank Tramper1, Yi Ren2, Zoi T. Spetsieri1 and Meng-Yao Xue5

1IAASARS, National Observatory of Athens, Vas. Pavlou and I. Metaxa, Penteli 15236, Greece
2Department of Astronomy, Beijing Normal University, Beijing 100875, People’s Republic of China
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Spain
4CAS Key Laboratory of Optical Astronomy, National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Datun Road 20A, Beijing

100101, People’s Republic of China
5International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research, Curtin University, Bentley, WA 6102, Australia

We present the most comprehensive red supergiant (RSG) sample for the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) up to now,
including 1,239 RSG candidates. The initial sample is derived based on a source catalog for the SMC with conservative
ranking. Additional spectroscopic RSGs are retrieved from the literature, as well as RSG candidates selected based on
the inspection of Gaia and 2MASS color–magnitude diagrams (CMDs). We estimate that there are in total ∼ 1, 800 or
more RSGs in the SMC. We purify the sample by studying the infrared CMDs and the variability of the objects, though
there is still an ambiguity between asymptotic giant branch stars (AGBs) and RSGs at the red end of our sample.
One heavily obscured target is identified based on multiple NIR and MIR CMDs. The investigation of color–color
diagrams (CCDs) shows that, there are much less RSGs candidates (∼ 4%) showing PAH emission features compared
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to the Milky Way and LMC (∼ 15%). The MIR variability of RSG sample increases with luminosity. We separate
the RSG sample into two subsamples (“risky” and “safe”) and identify one M5e AGB star in the “risky” subsample,
based on simultaneous inspection of variabilities, luminosities and colors. The degeneracy of mass-loss rate (MLR),
variability and luminosity of RSG sample is discussed, indicating that most of the targets with large variability are
also the bright ones with large MLR. Some targets show excessive dust emission, which may be related to previous
episodic mass loss events. We also roughly estimate the total gas and dust budget produced by entire RSG population
as ∼ 1.9+2.4

−1.1 × 10−6 M⊙ yr−1 in the most conservative case, according to the derived MLR from IRAC1–IRAC4
color. Based on the MIST models, we derive a linear relation between Teff and observed J −Ks color with reddening
correction for the RSG sample. By using a constant bolometric correction and this relation, the Geneva evolutionary
model is compared with our RSG sample, showing a good agreement and a lower initial mass limit of ∼ 7 M⊙ for
the RSG population. Finally, we compare the RSG sample in the SMC and the LMC. Despite the incompleteness of
LMC sample in the faint end, the result indicates that the LMC sample always shows redder color (except for the
IRAC1–IRAC2 and WISE1–WISE2 colors due to CO absorption) and larger variability than the SMC sample, which
is likely due to a positive relation between MLR/variability and the metallicity.

Accepted for publication in A&A
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.10108

Study of recent outburst in the Be/X-ray binary RXJ0209.6−7427 with
AstroSat: a new ultraluminous X-ray pulsar in the Magellanic Bridge?
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We present the timing and spectral studies of RXJ0209.6−7427 during its rare 2019 outburst using observations with
the Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT) and Large Area X-ray Proportional Counter (LAXPC) instruments on the AstroSat
satellite. Pulsations having a periodicity of 9.29 s were detected for the first time by the NICER mission in the 0.2–10
keV energy band and, as reported here, by AstroSat over a broad energy band covering 0.3–80 keV. The pulsar exhibits
a rapid spin-up during the outburst. Energy resolved folded pulse profiles are generated in several energy bands in
3–80 keV. To the best of our knowledge this is the first report of the timing and spectral characteristics of this Be
binary pulsar in hard X-rays. There is suggestion of evolution of the pulse profile with energy. The energy spectrum of
the pulsar is determined and from the best-fitting spectral values, the X-ray luminosity of RXJ0209.6−7427 is inferred
to be 1.6 × 1039 erg s−1. Our timing and spectral studies suggest that this source has features of an ultraluminous
X-ray pulsar in the Magellanic Bridge. Details of the results are presented and discussed in terms of the current ideas.

Accepted for publication in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.04930
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We here present the results of 0.1 pc-scale observations in 250 and 350 GHz towards a newly-discovered hot molec-
ular core in a nearby low-metallicity galaxy, the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), with the Atacama Large Millime-
ter/submillimeter Array. A variety of C/N/O/Si/S-bearing molecules are detected towards the high-mass young stellar
object, ST 16. A rotating protostellar envelope is for the first time detected outside our Galaxy by SO2 and 34SO
lines. An outflow cavity is traced by CCH and CN. The isotope abundance of sulfur in the source is estimated to
be 32S/34S = 17 and 32S/33S = 53 based on SO, SO2, and CS isotopologues, suggesting that both 34S and 33S are
overabundant in the LMC. Rotation diagram analyses show that the source is associated with hot gas (> 100 K)
traced by high-excitation lines of CH3OH and SO2, as well as warm gas (∼ 50 K) traced by CH3OH, SO2,

34SO, OCS,
CH3CN lines. A comparison of molecular abundances between LMC and Galactic hot cores suggests that organic
molecules (e.g., CH3OH, a classical hot core tracer) show a large abundance variation in low metallicity, where the
present source is classified into an organic-poor hot core. Our astrochemical simulations suggest that different grain
temperature during the initial ice-forming stage would contribute to the chemical differentiation. In contrast, SO2

shows similar abundances within all the known LMC hot cores and the typical abundance roughly scales with the
LMC’s metallicity. Nitrogen-bearing molecules are generally less abundant in the LMC hot cores, except for NO. The
present results suggest that chemical compositions of hot cores do not always simply scale with the metallicity.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.06982
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